2008 silverado trailer brake relay location

Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a
question. This trailer tow relay provides a variety of control functions for a vehicle's trailer
brake system, and has been manufactured to fit your GM vehicle, providing the same
performance, durability, and service life you expect from General Motors. Everything about us
begins with innovation. We believe success is born from it. Our history and innovative drive
create a confidence that we want to share with you. ACDelco parts appear in more than 2 million
General Motors vehicles produced each year. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from:
Amazon. Sold by: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 15 hrs and 20 mins Details. In Stock. Add to Cart. Secure transaction. Your
transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment security
system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from Amazon. Ships
from. Sold by. GM Genuine Parts Include Add a Protection Plan:. Plan starts on the date of
purchase. Product breakdowns and malfunctions are covered after manufacturer's warranty. No
additional costs for repairs - parts, labor, and shipping are all included. Cancel anytime, full
refund in the first 30 days. Allstate Protection Plans serviced by SquareTrade, an Allstate
company are only valid for new or Amazon certified refurbished products purchased at Amazon
in the last 30 days. Add No Thanks. Coverage for mechanical breakdowns begins after the
manufacturer's warranty expires. Fully transferable if bought as a gift. Not valid on auto parts
purchased for commercial use. Visit assurantclaims. To cancel, visit "Your Orders" on Amazon.
Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Like New. Sold by: Amazon Warehouse.
Item will come in original packaging. Packaging will be damaged. See more. Fastest delivery:
Saturday, Feb 27 Order within 1 hr and 5 mins Details. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Sold by
Amazon Warehouse and Fulfilled by Amazon. Brand: General Motors. Amazon's Choice
recommends highly rated and well-priced products. This fits your. Frequently bought together.
Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon. FREE Shipping.
Littelfuse LJCA Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1.
Previous page. Next page. More items to explore. Tekonsha P3 Electronic Brake Control.
Compare with similar items. Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. Product information
Technical Details. Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us
about a lower price? Product guides and documents Warranty [PDF ]. From the manufacturer.
About Us: Everything about us begins with innovation. What other items do customers buy after
viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated?
Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the
item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all
customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States.
There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase.
Research indicated this was a common failure. With that in mind i ordered a new one to replace
it. When i got to the relay on my truck had to drop the spare tire i found the hardware quite
rusted and i also found a wire exhibiting corrosion damage. This relay is mounted to a separate
bracket along with a computer module. Removing the entire assembly gained access to the
relay mounting bolts to grind the heads off for removal. With this out of the way I had to repair
two corroded wires with about 6 inches of new 12 gauge wire. When everything was
reassembled I no longer had the error message. In the end the relay was likely fine but cheap
insurance for a part that is known to fail. No more service trailer brake system. I am absolutely
thrilled this worked. That stupid service trailer brake system had been bugging me for months,
despite the fact the trailer lights and brakes still work fine, it kept dinging me every time I
started the truck. I had no idea where to look for the problem. People are talking about taking
voltage readings, checking this, that, blah blah, blah. For the record, the relay looked perfectly
fine, no idea why it wasn't working. Only took 15 min to change. I'm grateful people figure this
stuff out and post it on the internet. I'm sure the dealer would have said just change every thing
from the bumper to bumper for a few thousand dollars, and all would be fine FYI this was for an
One person found this helpful. It looks perfect but will not work. I purchased this and it has
already failed. We put it on my Chevy pickup and within a very short time, we hooked to a trailer
and this unit failed. I am trying to fine where or how to return it for a replacement as I believe it
may have had substandard quality control in it's manufacturing. It is a sealed unit so I have no
way of checking it. I would like to send it back for a good replacement. Calvin Christensen. Be
sure to also check and replace if necessary the 30 amp fuse under the hood it should be one of
the fuses connected to the 12v stud. I have never even towed a trailer with this particular truck

and have owned it since new. This part was the perfect fix. I also changed out the J fuse under
the hood as a precaution. There is a youtube video that I found online showing exactly where
the part and fuse are located. I had to drop the spare tire, and remove a metal plate with this and
one other electrical assembly on it. Plugged this in, mounted to the plate, replaced the plate and
spare tire, and Presto! Total time about an hour. I have a silverado HD. I was getting an error
code "service trailer breaking system" code on my dash. I replaced this part and the code went
away after starting the truck for a few more cycles. On my truck this was located on the inside
of the frame next to the left rear tire. Videos i had seen said it was supposed to be above the
spare tire. Bolts were accessible from the wheel well and did not require removing the spare to
get to it. Fit fixed my trailer break error in my tahoe. If anyone is looking for it's location on the
Tahoe it's not under the tire it is under the car directly underneath the driver's seat on a support
beam that goes from drivers side to the passenger side in front of the gas tank. See all reviews.
Top reviews from other countries. After researching the problem I was having online, I tried the
suggested parts. It was a perfect fit and gave me back the ability to tow my trailers legally and
safely, for an original manufactured part it was a lot cheaper than the dealer price. Report
abuse. Fixed my trailer brake error message on my HD. Genuine AC Delco at a price cheaper
than my dealership. Great part but don't use a drill to tighten they can strip and let water in. This
was a replacements replacement lol dad got trigger happy. Genuine ac delco part impressed
me. Great item. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: acdelco parts ,
equipment trailer , trailer parts , trailer tow , car trailer parts , power brake systems. There's a
problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with
Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a
language for shopping. This item can be shipped to select countries outside of the U. Learn
More. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon
Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life. Chances are the cause of the defective light or brake lights circuit on
your Chevy Silverado is a simple problem. Moreover, you can blame most of these problems on
little or no maintenance, according to James E. Duffy in "Modern Automotive Technology. But
before you begin pulling wires, start troubleshooting at the most obvious places to get your
lights back in working order. You can start your troubleshooting at the malfunctioning brake
light assembly, if only that light seems broken. Remove the cover and check the light bulb for
an open filament or damage. Closely examine the socket and connections for corrosion, loose
or broken wires. After you confirm that the bulb, socket and connections are in good shape and
there is no electrical current reaching the bulb, begin tracing and testing the electrical wires
back to the source using a test light to find a possible short or open. Start at the fuse box under
the hood and make sure the brake lights fuse is not blown, that the terminals are free of
corrosion and that the connections are tight. Then check the brake light switch on the bake
pedal arm. Back probe the switch terminals with a test light. Only one of the switch terminals
should turn on the test light. When you depress the brake pedal, both switch terminals should
turn on the test light. If only one of the wires turns on the test light, unplug the switch and jump
the two connections at the connector. If the brake lights come on, replace the switch. When
there is no current reaching the switch, follow the orange wire back to the under hood fuse
block and look for a possible open or short. If electrical current is reaching the switch but the
lights are not working, even if the switch is in good condition, follow the current flow with your
test light to the stop lamps and look for a possible open or short in the circuit. A blue wire
connects the brake lights switch to the rear lamps junction block. Black wires at the lamps
provide the ground connections. Since Dan Ferrell has contributed general and
consumer-oriented news to television and the Web. His work has appeared in Texas, New
Mexico and Miami and on various websites. Duffy; Forums New posts. What's new New posts
New media New media comments Latest activity. Media New media New comments. Members
Current visitors. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. Install the app. JavaScript is
disabled. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding.
You are using an out of date browser. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You
should upgrade or use an alternative browser. GM integrated trailer brake controller problem.
Thread starter Paul Start date Sep 13, Paul Dr 'Dre Moderator. Joined Feb 10, Location Kings
Mountain. The facts. My dic started showing "service trailer brake system" a couple of weeks
ago and it will lose trailer brakes at the same time. Key off and then back will clear it for awhile

but it always comes back. Still not fixed. All signs point to the controller module being bad. Big
money part plus GM has to program it. Fuck that. How hard would it be to bypass that shit and
hook up a Prodigy? I'm leaving for Sparta next week and this damn thing is driving me crazy.
Last edited: Sep 13, Joined Feb 3, Location Mt. Holly NC I don't know wiring, but seems as long
as you run you Own wire harness, the computer wouldn't know the difference. Jason W.
Carolina Trail Blazers. Joined Feb 27, Location nebo nc. My chevy did that once, ended up being
a loose conection a plug on bumper. Cleaned my conection, smeared in some dialetric grease
and was fixed. LBarr Well-Known Member. Joined Nov 16, Location SC. Have you towed a
different trailer to make sure the problem is not in the trailer wiring? My truck went nuts towing
my brothers trailer because of a bad ground. LBarr said:. Jody Treadway Croc wearing fool
Moderator. Seems overly sensitive or complicated Paul If it were me and I lost confidence in the
OEM controller, I'd be soldering in 4 wires from an old school controller and lettin it eat. Jody
Treadway said:. Tim C Wizard. Joined Jan 22, Location Fayetteville. Paul said:. Installing a
Prodigy in the morning. Soldered electrical connections are overrated. Wire nuts and tape are
where its at! Infamous1 Well-Known Member. Joined Aug 14, Location Pittsboro. Man you guys
are living in yesterday with the wire nuts and duck tape. They have these connectors now called
"Scotch or Screwyou loc" man those things are the best. All the hacks are using them. Tech tip,
install them where they can't be seen but still attract moisture, that make it fun for the next guy!
Good luck on the repair Paul brake problems suck when towing to and from where we choose to
play. Joined Apr 17, Location mt. It's usually the big cannon connection behind the rear bumper
or the back of the receptacle; corrosion Never been a fan of the factory controllers, always too
slow to ramp up. Not enough gain adjustment. Post reply. Insert quotesâ€¦. Yesterday service
traction control and Stabliitrac warning lights came on. What type of service does this require
and is this and is it going to be an expensive fix? Answer: Those lights cover the stability
system, traction control and even parts of the anti-lock brake system. When they come on, there
is a problem in one of those systems. With your truck, I've seen anything from steering wheel
position sensor problems to wheel speed sensors setting those lights on. You would need to
get your Silverado scanned to see which trouble codes are in which systems to properly
diagnose. You're looking at least a couple hundred dollars minimum for repairs. If it's a wiring
problem, it can get very expensive to fix since it takes a good deal of labor to trace the wiring
and find the problem. A wheel speed sensor is expensive as well, as they are part of the hub
bearing. I would recommend getting it looked at, as this problem can get worse. Answer: There
are a couple different packages offered for your truck. There is a trailer package that does not
include a hook-up for trailer brakes and there is one that does. Depending on your RPO codes,
your local dealer could answer this better. You can look up under the dash for the connector, or
there may be a wrapped up wire harness with the appropriate wires to hook up to the trailer
brake controller. There may have been a jumper harness for trailer brakes included when the
truck was new. Usually these are just thrown in the glove box when the truck is delivered. Brake
lights problem with my Chevrolet Silverado No brake lights. The one above window works,
however, and so does the trailer hitch plug. I even checked cruise control to see if it worked
when touching the brake its ok also. Answer: The brake light circuit on your truck can get very
complicated. Be sure to check ALL fuses in the truck. The 3rd brake light and trailer lights
working does rule a few things out. The left and right lights goe through several fuse and relay
blocks. You would need to test for voltage at each brake light socket- Light Blue wire with the
pedal depressed. If power to the sockets, then you have a ground problem. If no power, then
you would need schematics to trace the system back toward the switch to find out were voltage
is lost. Problem with my GMC Sierra. Service 4wd light on. Replaced front actuator. My service
4wd light comes on. This doesn't happen all the time. That may give a clue to what system is
having a problem. This is because this problem that comes and goes- could be a problem in the
transfercase control module, the encoder motor on the transfer case, or just in the switch. All 3
are pretty common. Post comments below or Search Us Here I have a Silverado 5. When
headlights on and press brake pedal all trailer lights go out. Leave your comments Post
comment as a guest Name Required :. Submit Comment. Guest - Kent. Guest - Paul In reply to:
Guest - Kent. Must be a wiring problem in your trailer. Check all compared with a factory
schematic. Home of the Horse Trailer Blue Book. First thing I would do is check the trailer plug.
Next thing would be, consult your GM service department. Are your trailer brakes wired in
series? If so it will throw a code and disconnect themselves, alot of things can be a little off
kilter and make GM's controller shut down. Then there's this Do you have electric over hydraulic
brakes? If so, the factory GM unit will not work. You may need to read what this says below
Good luck! This bulletin is being revised to add the model year, additional installation
information and to emphasize that this is not a warranty repair. This request may be made if the
trailer being towed is equipped with electric over hydraulic brakes. This style of trailer brake

system is not supported by the ITBC. An aftermarket trailer brake controller may be installed to
operate with the electric over hydraulic brakes, however the factory installed ITBC system will
be disabled. Installation Instructions To install an aftermarket trailer brake controller, use the
four blunt cut wires located near the data link connector. Important: This procedure will not
result in any Trailer Brake related display messages to be set. However, ITBC diagnostics will
continue to function. However, the factory installed ITBC system will not sense a trailer
connection and will not provide output to the trailer. Warranty Information This installation
procedure is to be performed at the customer's request and at their expense. It is not a warranty
repair and a claim should not be submitted for reimbursement. I have had no issues with my
gooseneck trailer, but with my bumper pull, I have had the connection come slightly loose
causing it to turn the brakes off. I find a place to pull over and disconnect and then re-connect
my plug and it usually works fine after that. I attributed it to the connection with my plug I know
if mine gets water in there it acts stupid, soon as it dries out it works OK. Chadsalt has written a
real good review on this new, improved, better than chocolate milk, trailer plug.. Looks like a
real good connector Toggle navigation Horse Trailer World. You are logged in as a guest. Logon
or register an account to access more features. View previous thread :: View next thread. GM
integrated brake controller Jump to page : 1 Now viewing page 1 [25 messages per page]. Last
activity PM 7 replies, views View previous thread :: View next thread. Message format Flat
Threaded Nested. Rostrenga Reg. Mar Can anyone tell me what the issue is concerning the
failure of the GM integrated brake controller on the GM HD pickups? When I hit a big bump the
service trailer system comes on and it disconnects my trailer brakes. I thought it was a faut in
my LQ, but i borrowed a stock trailer and it did the same thing. Its works fine for about miles,
then a bump, and it goes off. Anyone else had this problem? Aug This wire is located between
the left fender and the Underhood Fuse Block. Circuit 47 from the blunt cut wires near the data
link connector will end at connector X terminal "G" or X terminal "B5. On one end of the Dark
Blue wire attach terminal part number , located in Delphi Tray 8 and insert into X "G" or terminal
part number located in Delphi Tray 19 and insert into X "B5. Remove circuit 47 from the 7-way
trailer connector terminal "C" and tape the bare terminal and attach to the harness. Attach
terminal part number , located in Delphi Tray 4, to the other end of the Dark Blue wire and insert
it into the 7-way trailer connector terminal "C". Jun FWIW, I have had no issues with my
gooseneck trailer, but with my bumper pull, I have had the connection come slightly loose
causing it to turn the brakes off. I hve now taken the truck to 2 seperate dealers and they can
not fix the problem. They heve it right now and if they cannot fix it. There are several bullitins
from chevrolet stating they do not have a fix for the probl
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em. Real pain in the butt when you haul as much as I do, specially in the snow with no brakes.
They said the the right front wheel speed sensor is bad causing the traiiler brakes to
disconnect. They are going to replace the sensor and I will know if its fixed on my next trip.
Hope it aint in the snow Edited by Rostrenga AM. Apr New User Posts: 1. Hi just wondering if
you managed to get your brakes fixed and what was the problem. Does GM have a bulliten out
regarding this problem? Thanks Murray. Jaas Reg. Regular Posts: I have a My brake system
failed once, and I could not reset it. I took it to the dealer. They knew right away that moisture
was probably getting behind the plug on the truck. It made sense as it only did it after a hard
rain and a wet road. They sealed the back of the plug, and put a big hunk of grease inside the
fitting. That was almost a year ago, and haven't had a problem. Don't know if that helps you or
not? Jump to page : 1 Now viewing page 1 [25 messages per page].

